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CHAPTim I 
THE STATUS OF PLAIUJIMG IN HOME ECONOIUCS 
Planning Defined 
Planning is a vi.tal process in this complex and 
changing world. It is involved in every decision and in 
every action. In reality., t~he values of decisions and 
activiti0r2; are dependent upon the qualit,y of planning USC;'.ld .. 
Richey s~id: 11tJllen decision making is baEiod upon a flimsy 
foundation the process of' planning operates on its lm1Jest 
level .. ,il Similarly wise decisions are re.farred to as evi-
dences of the results of careful planning at .a high 
intellectual level.. Richey defined planning as: ,i. • • a 
continuous life proce:"lss in which action is directed b:y 
critically rear,oncd goals and values .. ~12 
Because riducational planning proposes to help the 
learner t,o rJ1ake wi.se · decisions, it must ha1.10 direction., 
orderliness, and form. tfuen properly understood planning; 
can be made most interesting and rewarding. Adarns and 
Dicl-ccy 0:x.prGssed tho belief that: 
1aobert tJ .. Richey., Plat1ninf~ .f2£ Toaqhin,g_ (:New York, 
1951)/1 p .. 4. 
2Ibidoa p .. 11,. 
l 
Efficient and wise planning i.s the basis of successful 
teaching. Planning begins with the goals of the teacher ... 
learning situation for the time block under consideration, 
moves through creati.vely conceived means of achieving those 
goals, and ends with valid plans for evaluating the e.f:forts 
of all persons involved.3 
2 
Since planning is basic to performance, the development 
of planning skills must be a part of the educational experi-
ences provided,. particularly those provided prospective 
teachers·~ Such experiences are a mean~ o:f helping teachers 
work toward ui1i£ied integrated educational opportunities ·for 
thos~ under their direction\> 
Levels of Planning 
Educational planning activities permeate tho entire 
teacher education program., but they are usually worked out 
in cooperation by the educational workers involved at the 
various levels. '£here are the national and state levels 
where guides for detailed curriculum planning are proposed 
by leaders in the profession .. Also, ono thinks in terms or 
evaluation and curriculum planning at the regional and 
community level. Then th.ere is .further planning at the 
individual teacher and class level. This is the crucial 
level because it is here that the action taken determines 
the kind 0£ individuals who make up societyG It is also at 
this level where the dev·elopment of' the individual student 
3Richard Adams and Frank G. Dickey, Basic Principles of 
Student~ Teaching {?Jer.w York .. 1956} ~ P• 151~ -
is made possible. Direction fo1~ ·the execution of educa-
tional planning also is provided. The responsibility for 
guiding and interpreting plans is carried out at differerit 
levels .. The Oklahoma Home Economics Curriculum Improvement 
Program which has been under way for several years is an 
example of educational planning at several interrelated 
levels .. Responsibilities in the teacher education program 
call attention to various planning levels. II ere, t.hrough 
the use of cooperative procedures, st.at(~ leaders formulated 
suggestions f'or following directions givGn at the national 
level.. The college supervisors, methods teachers, and 
supervising teachers analyzed and developed procedures to 
use in follotJing the directions suggested. The supervising 
teacher in tho local school, serving as a teacher training 
center, and the student teachers, in cooperation with the 
college supGrvisors, developed detailed procedures for 
and executing the suggestions provided 
as an outcome of the curriculum development program 
proposed .. 
Steps in Planning 
3 
There are some steps in planning that are co1n.ruon to all 
teachers in developing teaching units and lesson plans .. 
Major goals or the destination must be well established in 
the tea.cherts mind in order that she will consider all 
possibilities. Pupils learn through participating in 
planning their class work$ but to be e.f£ective this planning 
must be based on careful teacher pre-planning. The next 
major division of' instruction is called the unit of 1-Jork. 
The unit is built around some problem, single idea, or theme 
t'lhich fits the needs of the learning group. Alexander and 
Halverson suggested the following steps in planning 
instruetion: 
l. Setting major purposes 
2. Planning the over-all organization of instruction 
3. Planning units of work 
4. Planning from day to day 
;. Securing resources for the learning group 
6. Developing records to help future planning4 
In geriera.1, this is the logical procedure one might 
f ollot1, but there will be a certain amount of revision and 
re-planning of' the stGps one would £ollow in order to adjust 
to changing situa·tions tihich may occur. 
Oklahoma Resource rJI.aterials 
Due to the requests of Oklahoma homemaking teachers for 
curriculum materials which would improve the quality of 
.homemaking education, the curriculum development program. !or 
homemaking education in Oklahoma is in the process of making 
~'Jilliam A. Alexander and Paul r~1. Halverson. Effective 
Teaching !ll Secondary Schools (New York, 1956). pe 429. 
\ 
5 
available resource materials in the various areas of home-
making .. The teachers of Oklaho.w.a have an advantage in that 
represeutativos and leaders of the prof'ession have had a 
part in drafting the Resource llaterials which have been made 
available. The council which was formed has made it 
possible for every teacher to have a part in the preparation 
of the curriculum materials. This council was composed of 
homemaking teachers. the supervisory staff of' the State 
Vocational Homemaking Program, selected members of the State 
Depart:ment of Education, and representatives from teacher 
training institutions. From these groups an over-all chair-
man~ plus a chairman, and one or more consultants tor each 
subject area, were selected. As a result of various 
curriculum workshops sponsored by the council during a 
period of six years, Resource Materials have been developed 
or are being developed in the various subject matter areas 
of homemaking. 
At the present time Resource l\itaterials for three 
subject matter areas have been released to the teacherso 
The materials available are suggestive in nature rather than 
being a course outline which must be followed., or something 
that is definitely required. 
As a framework £or planning, the curriculum materials 
have suggested a .form which should aid teachers to visualize 
the whole teaching situation. The planning form includes: 
a statement of the title or subject to be taught; suggested 
6 
student level; suggested time; major emphasis (or objec-
tives); problems (stated in question ·rorm); learning experi-
ences related to home, school, and community; a statement of 
unders·tandings, basic understandings_. generalizations, or 
principles (which aid students in understanding what they 
have learned); and teaching aids (which provide suggestions 
for creative learning experiences and activities). These 
materials, which are based on the developmental concept of 
human growth and the problem solving method of teaching, 
should aid homemaking teachers in developing some degree of 
similarity in teaching. Let it be emphasized that there is 
meant to be some degree of similarity in teaching within the 
state., but not uniformity, for all teachers are urged by 
state leaders to adapt the suggestions given to the needs of 
their l.oca1 school and community. 
Although the suggestions in the Resource Materials are 
quite comprehensive~ they are not considered final. Educa-
tors at the present timo are involved in tho initial trial 
and revision 0£ the materials and will continue to revise 
them in the light~ of continuous changes in society. Such 
procedures should increase tho value of these teaching 
materials. Student teachers and teachers are encouraged to 
evaluate and to determine the extent to i-.;hich the Resource 
f,Iaterials fit their neads,. 
Because the writer firmly believes in the importance of 
educational planning, she undertook the study. "Suggested 
Planning Gu.ides for Homer;1aki11g freachers. tf Through this 
study tho w:r·iter at1~<'i:inpts t;o iderrtify planning guides ·which 
might be of help to student teachers and teachers in 
developing unit and lesson plans that are in harmony with 
the Olclahm.:1a Resource Materials. 
Purpose o:f the Study 
Tho f'ollowing hypothesis was formulated as the basis 
7 
for the study: Through studying ·the beli{?.f s of' ii:K.iuct=.1 tox,s 11 
and the practices and beliefs of selected .groups of student 
teachers, regular teachers, and supervising t,eachors 
regarding the planning of units and lessons., it will be 
possible to for.mulate some planning guides i:Jhich may b0 
helpful when using the Oklahorr1a H.esource Materials. In order 
to test the validit;y of th.is hypothesis 9 the writer identi-
:fied the following pu.:c:poses for this study: 
1.. To revi Ef'i;; literature in the field of teacher 
education and to formulate some statements that may 
be used in the development of planning guides .. 
2 .. To develop a better understanding of what consti-
tutes the basis f'or good unit and lesson planning .. 
3 • To identify tho kind of planning used for m1i ts and 
lessons, the practices follo·wcd$ and the belief's 
hold by a selected group of studon't teachers, 
regular teachers.., and supervising teach~rs,, 
4. To determine to what extent the practices followed 
and the beliefs h~ld by the groups are in harmony 
with the tentative guides for planning units and 
lessons. 
5-. To revise tentative guides in light .of the 
findings, resulting in statements which might be of 
value to Home Economists as they use the Oklahoraa 
l~esource Uaterials. 
Procedures Used in Developing Study 
Tentative plans and procedures for carrying out this 
study, nsw,oSested. Planning Guides tor Homemaking Teachers :t ir 
were developed in July, 1957. As an initial step in the 
study, individual conferences were held with staff' members 
of the Home Economics Education Department of Oklahoma State 
University regarding t,ho importance of planning. The in.for-
mation received fror:.1. these teacher educators helped in 
clarifying the problem and in deciding on procedures .. 
Further clarification resulted from a review of current 
literature in the field of teacher education with special 
emptiasis on planning. Identi£ication was made of some 
stateinents which could be used as tentative guides. Fortis 
to use for interviews and questionnaires were developed in 
order to obtain information regarding practices and belief's 
held by student teaehers 5 regular teachers, and supervising 
teacherse 
9 
Two groups of st,udent teachers were contacted. During 
the fall semester the students were interviewed as they, 
returned from their student teaching experience. This group, 
was classified as Student Teacher Group A. In order to 
collect more consistent data, a questionnaire was developed 
to use 1t.1ith a seeond group of student teachers who returned 
to the campus the last of May, 19,58. The second group was 
identified as Group E, While the students in Group A were 
interviewed individually!l the supervisory staff permitted 
the writer to obtain the desired information from Group D 
during one of the summary class periods. One hundred per 
eent participation was obtained from the 34 student teachers 
contacted. 
Included in the supervising teachers group are those 
teachers who were cooperating with Oklahoma State University 
in the student teaching phase of the program. The beginning 
and experienced te~cher sample was ma.de up of vocational 
homemaking teachers in the state, each of whom had graduated 
from Oklahoma State University in the last five years~ or 
since 1952. In March# 1958, quostionnairos accompanied by 
· an introductory letter t1ere mai_Jed to each of' these groups. 
A copy of the £or.ms used £or this study arG included in the 
Appendix .. 
Approximately £our weeks after the questionnaires lmre 
mailed 41 a follow-up card was sent as a reminder to those who 
had not returned their questionnaires .. Of the 9S contacts 
10 
n1adc for this study$ the returns ranged frmn 100 per cent~ to 
57 per cent for th.e five groups .. 
Data were compiled and analyzed in order to determine 
the kind of planning used for teachi:ng u:nitu and lessons, 
the practices followed" and the beliefs held by the groups 
cont.act0d.. As the last step some general guides and 
techniques .for planning based on the findings that would be 
in harmony with Oklali.orIU:1 Homernaking Education Materials were 
formulated as suggestions for student teachers and teachers .. 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOP~IENT OF A FORP4 FOR INTERVI.EWS 
AND QOESTION?lAIRES 
In order to achieve the purposes of the study (as 
listed in Chapter!), two methods.were used in order to 
obtain information regarding the development of' suggested 
planning f,;llides for homemaking teachers. First, several 
members of the Oklaaoma StatG University Home Economics 
Education staff' ·were interviewed, and their views concerning 
educational planning were procured. Available current 
literature, by authorities in the field of teacher educa-
tion, also tJas reviewed. Throughout all of the literature 
emphasis was placed on the importance of planning and the 
need for incorporating many oppor~unities £or planning. 
This same emphasis was supported by the Oklahoma State 
University staff. Careful consideration of these points of' 
view enabled the writer to sUIJIDlarize the information in such 
a way that tentative guides could be formulated .. 
The guides were used for the purpose of' developing 
forms for interviews and questionnaires seeking similar 
in.formation. In the development of' the seven planning 
guides., it was anticipatod that these could serve as the 
f'rametmrk for eo.:n:piling the p1"act~ces and bolie.fs of those 
11 
contacted and later serve as a basis for wording f'inal 
statements which could be of value to teachers. These 
tentative guides were i:n keeping with the opinions of five 
teacher 0ducators .from the field of general education and 
12 
one a1.1thority in home economies education.. The seven guides 
developed,, plus statements by authori·ties which support 
them, are as .follows: 
Guide Mu:mber One 
.&9ng;-ranr,~e planning which i11corporates the over-all 
plan £·or the semester or year makes it possible to include a 
tJide variety of i11orthwhile interrelated experiences.. This 
guide is supported thlel following statements .. 
Dickey said: Through long-range 
planning tho t~ea©her will be able to carry out in sequences 
those objectives which have been developGcl for and by the 
particular class ... n1 
i!lcor:n, Houseman, and Sehunert describe the term plan 
as being i;?. • • broad in outline, indicating suggested 
topics, problems, or projects to be used together with 
e.icpect0d. out;co.mes. 1r2 
1Harold 11 .. Adams and Frank G. Dickey, Dasie Princinles 
.2£ Student Teaching; nJew York51 1956), p. 156 .. 
2i-1elvin. D .. Alcorn, Richard A .. Houseman, and Jim R. 
Schunert;:i Better Teaching ~ Secondary Schools (Ne~, York» 
1954) ti p .. 30. 
13 
Alexander and alverson call attention to planning in 
the statement: "· •• Once the teacher's study of his 
teaching assignment has resulted in a state ent of purposes 
for each class, the next step is an over-all organization or 
framework of instruction.") 
Bossing stated: "A unit with its e phasis upon 'a 
series of related and meaningful activities' suggests whole-
ness in organization."4 
Schorling and Batchelder said: 
When a variety of problems, projects, materials and activi-
ties are arranged in systematic sequence, we have an over-
all design or plan in which the year's work is divided into 
a series of related units.5 
illiamson and Lyle advised teachers to: 'Plan the 
several sequences of units for the entire year."6 
Guide Number Two 
Interrelated flexible plans organized into a series of 
teaching or learning units are an aid to achieving desired 
3 illiam M. Alexander and Paul M. Halverson, ffective 
Teaching!!! Secondary Schools (New York, 1956 ) , p. 445. 
4Nelson L. Bossing, Teaching in Secondary Schools (Ne 
York, 1952 ) , P• 64. · -
5Raleigh Schorling and Howard T. Batchelder, Student 
Teaching ill Secondary Schools ·(New York, 1956), p. 264. 
6r~ude Williamson and ry Stewart Lyle, Homemaking 
Education,!!! High School (New York, 1954) , p. ~64. 
goals or satisfaction . Some statements hich uphold this 
guide re s follows: 
Adams and Dickey stated that"· •• plans should be a 
flexible guide which allows for modification as work 
progresses."7 
14 
lcorn, Houseman, and Schunert wrote: "The work for 
the entire seme ter can be organized into a series of inter-
related, flexible teaching (or learning) units.n8 
Alexander nd Halverson considered that"• •• the 
teacher's daily plans, following hatever form he finds most 
usef'ul, are essentiale The units of work should be organ-
ized around a significant problem or other sources of 
unity.»9 
Bossing stated that"· •• readiness for the unexpected 
is part of good planning."10 
Schorling and Batchelder advocated that""' •• the 
whole plan for the year should be regarded merely as a 
flexible guide ."11 
Williamson and Lyle noted: • • • Plans must be 
elastic and flexible. Teachers need to make a general plan 
7Adams and Dickey, p. 152. 
g 
lcorn, Housem n, and Schunert, pa 31. 
9Alexand rand Halverson, p. 461 . 
10Bossing, p. 292. 
11schorling and Batchelder, P• 133. 
.for each unit; that unit will need to be broken do1tm into 
sections or sraaller uni ts. ul2 
Guide Number Three 
Basis for ;elanning has been established when teachers 
understand the subject-matter to be taught, the home, the 
school, and the community. This information would enable 
teachers to formulate plans whieh provide rich and broad 
learning experiences. The following are statellients which 
support guide number three. 
Ada.ms and Dickey stated one should n., ... become 
thoroughly acquainted with teaching materials and 
resources .. 013 '!'hey also wrote: "The teacher's job is to 
deterrnine where the pupil is and what his needs are with 
respect to the planning of a program to meet them .. n14 
15 
Alcorn,, Houseman, and Sehunert said: "The better 
inform.ad you are in subject matter,, the better your plans 
are likely to be_.nl.5 They added: "Help students define the 
objectives in terms of meeting their needs,_nl6 
121ffilliamson and Lyle, p. 268 .. 
l3Adarns and Dickey. P• 175 .. 
14Ibid • ., P• 176. 
1'Alcorn, Houseman, and Sehunert, .P• 29~ 
16Ibid.,. P• 4,0. 
16 
Alexander and Halverson stated that ti ...... good 
planning is based on consideration of the interests., needs., 
and problens of' pupils concornc~c:J. .. Nl7 
Bossing wrote: 
A teacher needs to have an intimate knowledge of the 
environmental forces that have played1Hpon the life of the 
class, collectively and. individually. 
The teacher should.possess a broad understanding of' the 
subject matter, materials and activities .fhat will provide 
the nucleus of t,he classroom experiences.. 9 
Schorling and Batchelder said that 
., • .. ii' you know a good deal a bout your r»upils, their 
needs., iacti vi ties, interests, satisfactions and disaGtt.isfac-
tions; if you know something about your cor;m1unity" its 
resources and mores; and if you have clearly in tnirid the 
general gQals of education., you are already a long way down 
the road.20 
Williamson and Lyle noted: ti.., • "· if you are to guide 
the dovelopinent of the boys and girls in your classes, you 
need 'to knot,1 as rr:mch as you can about. the foreG£J that arc 
influencing the development of each. 1w21 
Guide F'our 
Cooperative :ela:nninfA involves pupils 51 parents. and 
adrflinistrators. Teachers who understand and use these 
17 Alexander ruid Halverson, P• 431. 
P• 284,. 
l9Ibid.jl PP• 284-28.5. 
?O 
·~ Schor ling and Batchelder, P• 21.3,. 
2lwillitamson and Lyle,, p .. 93. 
17 
techniques set the .fox' l"l(pil growth.. The fallowing 
AdaE1s and Dickey said that n. • .. it is generally 
recognized that pupils should havQ an importantshare in 
plant1ing. 1i 22 They also stated: . · ''Inelude the pupils in all 
· • . ,Ci, • • .23 
stages o.r pla:nning." 
needs to dcv@lop skill in sharing respon$ibilitywith 
students in planning, executing, and evalu~tin.g the work of 
the class,:, ti24 
Alexander and Halverson explain0d t~hat H,. ~ " the great 
degree of involvement of pupils is the distinguishing 
· · t · bl 1 · r25 picture J.n eoopera·ive pro, em so ving., Ii 
Bossing sta.tedg nEvery phase of the unit process 
should repres.ent cooperative planning by teacher and pupils 
in the realization of' pupil purpoues.ef/26 
Tl1e teacher who encourages the pupil to participate in 
planning is on psychologically sound ground .. When teachers 
and pupils plan together they should plan t1i thin a"' framework 
that has already been pre-planned by the teache:r .. 27 
22 1\ • - d n· k aaams an · . • 1C -ey" 
23Ibid,,., p .. 174. 
24Alcorn~ Houseman, and S~hunertl> .P" 6.3 .. 
25Alexander and Halverson, P• 223., 
26B0ssing.11 p .. 6.3 .. 
27schorling and Batchelder, p .. 146 .. 
18 
Williar!lson e1.nd Lyl~1 Stated that ti A tt~acher mu.st plan 
£or cooperative planning~ Plans grot1 &s pupils and teachers 
2cr think together .. 0 0 
Guide tJw1ber Five 
Detailed ;elann,ing for the beginning teacher provides 
.feeling of securit-y 'tihich enables h.o:c to guide st.udc:mtg more 
e.ffcctivoly... So.m€: supporting st.ate:monts are: 
Adams aJ1d Dickey advocated that t~,. • .. detailed 
plarming constitutes a guarantee that the parts £it together 
in a meaningful unit or 'ltihole., g,29 
Alcorn, Houseman., tlnd Schunert wrote as £ollows: 
It., .. ,. t.ihile the ·t0ach.er lea:rns,. with experience., to teach 
\'Jithout making, detailed ·wr·it;t,en plc1ns, .the beginning teacher 
courts disas without such plans.~,JO 
Alexander and Halverson remarked that H!ne.xperienced 
'teachers~ or most teachers beginning some new procedure, may 
£ind it; desirable to indicate in some detail h01i1 each step 
in 'pla:nning is taken .. u31 
21:L. . tulliarnson and Lyle, p. 268 .. 
29.. . . . · Adams a:nd Dickey, p.. 160 .. 
3,0Alcorn., Hortserruin, and Schu:nert:i p .. 
3111lexander and Halverson, p;1, 465. 
,\ '\\ 
Bossing advised that t~" " .. one should use rather 
detailed plal'l[:3 at first, but as experience is gained, a 
briefer form may be employerL,,igJ2 
19 
Schor ling and Batchelder said that "A t-Jell prepared 
le$son plan helps to overcome the feeling of nervousness and 
insecurity so common in first attempts at teacJiing.itJJ 
t11lliamson and Lyle noted: "Student teachers need to 
write more in planning lessons than. one who is experi-
enced.034 
Guide Number Six 
Evaluation~!!. part ,2! Rlanning begins with the selec-
tion of: the objectives, continues through to their comple-
tion$ and can be used as a means of appraising the past-
experiences and work of pupils~ of encouraging pupil.a to 
judge their own grov,th, and of determining the effectiveness 
0£ teaching. Statements. which validate this guide are as 
.follows: 
Adams and Dickey stated: 
Evaluation which is. continuous as to operation may be 
directed toward th~i::nature of the objectives, as well as 
pupil development.J.., 
32Bossing, P• 292. 
J3schorling and Batchelder, P• 129 .. 
' . 
341:11lli~t1S?n. and Lyle, P• 272. 
35.adams and Dickey, pp. 281-282 .. 
20 
Evaluation permits determination 0£ the point at which 
activities and experiences cease to be profitable in eeting 
the needj6of pupils, and assists in the re- direction of the program. 
Alcorn, Houseman, and chunert wrote that "Evaluation 
is a process hich should occur continuously during the 
development of the unit as ell as at the conclusion of 
it . 37 However, "• •• the primary purpose of evaluation is 
to f'acilitate and improve learning and instruction.n38 
Alexander and Halverson expressed the belie£ that: 
Evaluation is seen as a continuous process that i~ 
taking place simultaneously with learning experiences . j9 
••• the evaluation of a pupil' progress helps the 
teacher evaluate his own work with the pupil and plan 
needed re-directions.4U 
Bossing stated that: 
The plan should provide for the proper evaluation of 
succe sin the realization of the objectives . 41 
The teacher and pupil should recognize in the unit 
itself the basis for evaluating the success with which the 
goal of the unit may be achieved.42 
36Ibid., p. 282. 
37Alcorn, Houseman, and Schunert, p . 44. 
381bid., p . 361 . 
39Alexander and Halverson, p. 396. 
40Ibid., P• 398. 
41Bossing, P• 288. 
42Ibid., P• 70. 
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Schorling and Batchelder wrote th t "We recognize that 
appr i l is a continuous. process. n43 le seek to evaluate 
ht the pupil does in terms of goals that are appropriate 
to his abilities and interests.n44 
illiamson and Lyle noted: 
Continuous evaluation is necessary to 
guidance of pupils; it needs to be planned 
that methods of teaching, the visual aids, 
anagement are planned.4J , 
sati factory 
at the same time 
and the class 
Teachers evalua~~ pupil develop ent and al~o their oin 
success in teaching.40 
Guide Number Seven 
Curriculum guides 1B. planning are used long with other 
suggestions, s plans are made for specific situations. 
This guide is upheld by the following statements: 
da sand Dickey expre sed the belief that •Curriculum 
guides should serve only as guides, rather than as substi-
tutes for the teacher's initiative and creativity in 
planning.n47 
Alcorn, Houseman, and chunert wrote that 
curriculum guide erves a very important function in 
providing some continuity of experiences from subject to 
43schorling and Batchelder, P• 297. 
44Ibid . 
45william on and Lyle, p. 289. 
46Ibid . , P• 285. 
47Adams and Dickey, p. 158. 
subject and school to school. hile dead-level uniformity 
ust be avoided, there hould be adequate coverage of the 
ubject for tudy and an ab~ence of unde irable duplica-
tion.48 
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lexander and Halverson noted: "The wise teacher uses 
a course of study as a guide to his o\m teaching. n4.9 
Bossing explained that 'Guides represent the best 
thinking of educational leaders with reference to the over-
all curriculum pattern but are suggestive only of jor 
curriculum idea .n50 
Schorling and Batchelder stated: "We try tote ch 
student teachers today to sense hen it is nece sary to 
modify a plan that has been carefully designed. 51 
illiamson and Lyle wrote that °Curriculum guides for 
teacher are usually in skel ton form and only offer 
suggestions which you may adapt to your own uituation. 52 
As can be seen, the foregoing state ents support the 
tentative guides hich were developed as a means of formu-
lating an outline for interviews and questionnaires and for 
wording final statements of the guides. 
Constructed first as a personal interview form based 
on the guides used as criteria for the formulation of 
M:\Alcorn, Houseman, and Schunert, P• 281. 
4.9Alexander nd Halverson, p . 446. 
50Bossing, P• 55. 
5lschorling and Batchelder, P• 127. 
52 illiamson and Lyle, p. 263. 
questions to be asked.,, Student teachers imre inter .. ,1iewed as 
to their practices and beliefs concerning educational 
planning .• 
Quostionna..ire forms based on the interview form were 
developed in order to obtain suggestions from teachers and 
supervising teaehers., A similar form of questionnaire was 
constructed t,o gain com.parable information from another 
group of student teachers. All forms developed are listed 
in the Appendix:,. 
Analysis and ir1terpretation of the data collected from 
the various glt'Ot1}}S w:tll be presented as the sti1dy is 
developed. 
CHAPTER III 
PRACTICES AND BELIEFS REGARDING PLANNING 
The Student Teacher Situation 
The analysis and interpretation of the findings of a 
study become more meaningful when the general background for 
it is understood. In the first part of this chapter, an 
effort will be made to present a description of the student 
teaching program of the Home Ec-0nomics Education Department 
of Oklahoma State University. This will include information 
concerning the general organization of the student teaching 
program, practice through which student teachers become 
acquainted with the off-campus teaching centers, and so e 
experiences and practices followed by a selected group of 
student teachers while in the teaching centers. 
Since 1940 Oklahoma State University has participated 
in an off-campus student teaching program. Senior Home 
Economics majors ho desire a Vocational Home Economics 
Te ching Certificate are required to participate in nine 
weeks, or one-half semester, of student teaching. At the 
present time the nine weeks are divided into three periods, 
one centering on orientation, another on teaching, and the 
last on summarization. Approximately six weeks are spent in 
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one of the off-campus te ching center located in high 
schools approved by Oklaho State University and the State 
Department of Home Economics Education. About 20 te ching 
centers re used annually by the university, as 50 to 60 
student teacher are enrolled in the classes each year. 
The jority of the taff members of the Home Economics 
Education Department of the university actively participate 
in the student teaching program, as five members serve as 
university supervisors for the off-campus centers. The 
activities of the group are coordinated by one member of the 
staff. 
Along with the university supervisors, the high school 
upervising teachers play an important part in directing the 
planning practices of tudent teachers while they are in the 
off-ca pus centers. Seventy per cent, or 14, of the 20 
supervising teachers contributed to the present study by 
returning questionnaires. Eight of these supervising 
teachers have orked with student teachers from two to eight 
ye rs, hile six have nine or more years of experience in 
supervision. These teachers have actively contributed to 
the development of the Oklahoma Homemaking Education Resource 
terials by attending neighborhood curriculum meetings with 
other vocational homemaking teachers in their areas . During 
the last five year, 12 of this group have earned college 
credit in from one to three curriculum workshops. Nine 
teachers have finished from one to five methods courses, and 
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15 have earned credit in from one to ix subject matter 
courses. One would expect this high standard of profes-
sional improvem~nt hown among this group, becau e of the 
vocational teacher requirement for six semester credit hours 
of professional improvement every five years. 
From interviews and questionnaires it was possible to 
identi£y certain practices through which the student 
teachers became acquainted ith the off-campus teaching 
centers, as shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
PRACTICES FOLLOWED IN BECOMING ACQUAINTED 
WITH OFF-CAMPUS TEACHING CENTERS 
Group A (Interview) 
Group B 
(Questionnaire ) 
Student Teachers Student Teachers 
Practices Followed umoer Per cent NumEer J5er cent 
Visited teaching 
82.3 82.3 center 14 14 
Read reports of 
yearly plans 12 70 . 5 10 58 .8 
Received letters or 
used college files 11 67.7 3 17.6 
For this study information was collected fro a total of 34 
students who completed student teaching during the present 
year. Of the total, one-half were interviewed the first 
se ester, and the second group filled in questionnaires 
during the second seme ter. 
Table I shows that the most extensively used practice 
for becoming acquainted was a visit to the off-campus 
teaching center, as 82.J per cent of both groups made an 
initial visit . The practice of reading reports of yearly 
plans was mentioned by 70.5 per cent of Group A and 5S.8 
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per cent of Group B. The third practice is that of 
receiving letters from the center or using the college files 
as 67,7 per cent of Group A, while only 17.6 per cent of 
Group B, used this type of information, Seven student 
teachers in Group A stated that they already were acquainted 
with the center in which they taught, and five members of 
Group B had observed in their assigned teaching centers as 
part of the methods course which precedes student teaching. 
As shown in Table I,, combinations of practices were followed 
in helping student teachers gain information concerning t he 
off- campus teaching centers. 
The actual teaching experiences of the 34 student 
teachers varied from school to school. A summary of these 
can be .found by referring to Table II . The tabulations 
indicate that 64.4 per cent, or 11 student teachers in Group 
A, actually taught two units, while 58. 8 per cent of Group B 
taught three units. The difference between these groups may 
have been the time of t he year, as Group B taught during the 
last nine weeks of the second semester. Some teachers plan 
more short units during this peri:od because of increased 
school activities . Also shown in the table is that 23.5 
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per cent of Group A and only two student teacher, or 11.7 
per cent. of Group B taught one unit. 
TABLE II 
T ACHING EXPERIENCES OF 34 
STUDENT TEACHERS 
Units 
Grou~ A 
Number - er cent 
Grou1 B Num'6er - er cent 
1. Taught 
One 4 23.5 2 11.7 
Two 11 64.4 5 29.4 
Three 2 11.7 10 5S.8 
2. A sisted with 
None 1 5.8 . 9 53.0 
One 10 58 .8 5 29.4 
Two 6 35.2 3 17.6 
Only one student in Group A reported no experience in 
assisting the supervising teacher, while 53 per cent of 
Group A assisted with one unit . Six of the 17 reporting 
a sisted with two. The figures reveal that only eight 
student teachers in Group B assisted iith units, as 29.4 per 
cent assisted with one unit and 17.6 per cent assisted with 
two . It is evident that, when there was more opportunity 
for actual teaching, the a sisting experiences decreased. 
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The supervising teachers were asked how many classes 
they would recommend t hat student teachers plan £or while in 
the off-campus teaching center .. · Table III reports that 64 .. 2 
per cent of t he supervising teachers were in favor of 
student teachers planning for two classes. Three super-
vising teachers recommended one class, and two suggested 
that they plan for three or more classes ~ 
TABLE III 
NUMBER OF CLASSES SUPERVISING TEACHERS 
RECOMMEND FOR STUDENT TEACHERS 
Number of Classes Number Per cent 
One J 21.4 
Two 9 64 . 2 
Three l 7.1 
More 1 7.1 
Total = 14 
While the practices and recommendations of student 
teachers and supervising teachers are in harmony, one can 
not see a complete picture, for student teachers have 
reported the number of units actually taught, and super-
vising teachers are recommending the number of classes for 
which student tea·chers should plan. 
The number of units planned by each student te cher was 
not determined. But~ if one assumes t hat t he student 
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teacher planned the units she taught then from Table III, 
one could say that more than three-fourths of both groups 
planned two or more units. In addition, the data in Table 
IV show that the majority of students made their own plans 
with a larger portion of Group A using as ab sis the plans 
previously made by the supervising teachers. 
TABLE IV 
PLANNING PRACTICES FOLLOWED BY 
STUDENT TEACH RS 
ractices 
Group A 
Student 
Teachers 
No 
"' 
• JO 
Made 01n plan 16 
Supervising teacher's 
plans used as a 
basis 12 70.5 
Group B 
Student 
Teachers 
No. % 
14 82.3 
g 47.0 
Reported by 
Supervising 
Teachers 
~o. % 
13 92 . 8 
9 
From this over-all picture of the student teaching 
program, one learns that a majority of the student teachers 
had the opportunity of teaching or assisting with two or 
more classes and that as a minimum each student t cher 
planned and/or modified plans for two or more units. In 
addition to the planning needed for the unit~, each student 
teacher reported planning daily lessons for the major 
portion of six weeks. This would indicate that these 
students participated extensively in planning and that all 
te chers have need for developing skill in planning. 
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Analysis of Findings 
In order to .determine the kind of planning used for 
units and lessons, the practices foll~wed, and the beliefs 
held by student teachers, regular teachers, and supervising 
teachers, data from the interviews and questionnaires were 
studied. These practices and beliefs were studied to deter-
mine the degree to which they harmonize with the seven 
tentative guides proposed in Chapter II. Becau~e of the 
close interrelatedness of the guides and the fact that some 
of the data were related to more than one of the guide, it 
was impossible to make analysis without some overlapping. 
An effort was made to analyze the data on the basis of the 
seven tentative guides and to select only the most pertinent 
findings. The amount of data as well as the type of data 
varied for the educational guides. 
The data for this part of the study were collected from 
four groups. as shown in Table V. Of the 98 student 
teachers and regular teachers contacted, 76.5 per cent 
responded to the writer's request for information concerning 
practices and beliefs regarding unit and lesson planning. 
The responses ranged from 56.6 per cent for experienced 
teachers to 100 per cent for student teachers. Such a large 
return from the student teachers was possible because they 
were contacted at the university. 
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TABLE \r 
RE'l'UIUuS FRO?vt GROUPS CONTACTED 
Hethod Used 
Interview 
Student Toaehors 
Group/;, 
Questionnaires 
Student Teachers 
Group B 
Inex-porionced Teachers 
Experienced Teachers 
Supervising Teachers 
Totals 
l~t1.mber in 
groups 
17 
17 
14 
30 
20 
98 
Returns 
Number fer Cent 
17 100 
17 100 
10 71.4 
17 56 .. 6 
14 70.0 
75 76.5 
The data obtained .from the interviews and question-
naires were studied. and sorted according to the s~ven tenta-
tive guides .. Through studying the data reluted to each 
guide it was possible to id:enti.fy some pra.ctioes .followed as 
well as some beliefs held by t.h(! .fivG groups. A complete 
statenent of the guides. as appeared in Chapter II. will not 
be rcpeated 11 but a word or phrase will be used. to identify 
each guide. 
Long-range Pla11ni11s; 
The techniques .found to be used most .frequently for 
long-range planning were in the following order, i:;l.S shown in 
Table VI: year's prograr11. per class, tentative homemaking 
calendar:, planning for the care of the department and 
pro.file •. 
TABLE VI 
LONG-RANGE PLANMDIG 
Student Inexperi- Experi .... Super-
Techniques for Teachers enced enced -vising 
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Picturing the B Teachers Teachers Teachers 
·over-All Pro ram ; ';;;, 
Yea.r's program 
per class 82.3 76.4 90 100 92 
Tentative Home-
making calendar 76.4 70 .. 5 80 5g, ~). o.o 85 
Planning for care 
0£ the 
department .52.9 ~9.4 40 64.7 71 
. Profile (refers to 
outline of 
yea.r's work) 11.7 ;2 .• 9 10 17~6 71 
As further evidence that lorig-rangc planning was 
considered important., examination of the responses., as shown 
in Table VII 9 to the item t1planning ·with a time schedule in 
mind '1 show that f'ro:m 90 to 100 per cent of the fi vs groups 
recommended that this factor be kept in mind when planning. 
To a son.1e11bat lesser degree they recoramended nplanning for a 
whole year or semester.n This response., also round in Table 
VII,. shows that from 35 to 100 per eent of the .five groups 
\tere in favor of this item..,. In addition to these practices 
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the experienced teachers and supervising teacher listed two 
methods: first, examination of state reports, student 
files, home experience information and, second, conferences 
with students and teachers. 
TABLE VII 
FACTORS INVOLVED IN PLANNING 
Student Ine!Seri- Experi- Super-
Teachers ence enced vi.sing 
A B Teachers Teachers Teachers 
Factors % % % % % 
Tentative objec-
tives based on 
student.;>' needs, 
interests, and 
abilities 64.7 94.1 90 94.1 100 
Flexibility 64.7 94 .1 100 100 92.8 
Past experiences 100 70.5 70 82.3 85.7 
Real life 
experiences 100 82.3 70 94.1 92.8 
Planning for 
whole year or 
semester 82.J 35.2 70 100 64. 2 
Planning with a 
time schedule 
in mind 100 94.1 90 94.1 92.8 
Planning so each 
unit is related 
to the semester 
or year's work 94.1 58.8 80 94.1 92.s 
,!nterrel,_ated Flexible Planning 
\'lf.hile the data relevant to this guide are more limit0d, 
it can be seen by studying the responses from the question-
naires;, as s.hown in Table VII, for the item ''Flexibilitysi 
that the majority oi: the individuals in ali groups felt this 
was an important. factor in planniv-t,;_, and all but one super-
vising teaeher and one student toacher in Group B checked 
the item. The responses from student teachers, Group A., 
were not asfavorable/J for only two-thirds of the students 
in this group stated that .flexibility is necessary in plan-
ning. In addition to ·the above factors .o the following 
statement lll'as ma.de by an experienced teacher; "Flexibility 
is needed in ·case of u.n£oreseen interruptions.'* Another 
experienced teacher said; t'lll!"hen teaching more than one 
section of a unit, .fl.exible plans are necessaryou Evidence 
that interrelated plans also are :important in planning was 
shown.. The statement, ••Planning so each unit is related to 
the semester or year's work.-" was checked by a. majority in 
all groups as being a desirable practice to include in 
planning. 
Basis for Planni:nfJ 
The evidences related to this guide.are ~rawn from 
'lables VIII and ll and are supplemented by the data in Table 
VII., which is listed as "Factors ,Involved in Planning.~ 
TABLE VIII 
WAYS THE TEACHER :i>IA.Y BECQI,1IE FAI's:l!LIAR WITH 
HO!,lE, SCHOOL., AND CO?JJl:-1:tJiiITY 
tfttys 
Horne'visits 
Visits to stores 
Civic groups 
Conferences with 
other t~aehers 
Principal 
.Superintendent 
Resources Used. 
-LHcit. 
Oklahoma 
Resource 
Materials. 
Stud~nt Inexperi ... Experi .... 
Teacher eneed enced 
Grou:e B Tes1chers Teachers % . . ~ !1 I //J 
76.4 90 94.1 
100 90 94 .. 1 
;e.,a 70 .52 .. 9 
88 .. 2 90 76.4 
70.,5 60 94.1 
64.7 90 94.1 
TABLE IX 
RESOURCES FOR PLANr1Dm 
Student Inexperi• Experi-
Teachers enced eneed 
A D Teachers .Teachers 
1i (' .~ t}.:; ,10 " !NM . 
' 
6 1• · 7 .... .. 100, 80 94.1 
Books 
Other state 
guides 
,100 
' 
100 BO 94 .. 1 
76.,4 . 64, •. 7 ,,..o 47 
People who 
· helped 100 s2.3 11.7 
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Super-
vising 
.Teachers 
(;. .. 
JO 
57.1 
64.2 
76.4 
Free 
response 
Free 
response 
Free 
response 
Super-
vising 
Teachers 
e,., 
t . 
100 
100 
ll1-.2 
92.8 
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On exru:Jining the response to tJ1e item., ViPlanrdng 
tentative objectives based or1 pupils' needs, int.erests, and 
abilities;5/il as ,given in Table VII;i the data; uhow ·that over 
85 per cent of the five groups cheeked tho item as important 
in planning~ 'J.1he responsetJ for the items, HPlanning with 
past experiern::esn and Hfteal life experience in mind 9 t¥ which 
are found in Table VII,, were fEnrored by 70 to 100 per cent 
of all groups .. 
. A study of· the data in Table VIII reveal.a the practices 
used in order to become familiar with the home, school~ and 
community :for all but student teacher Group A which did not 
report on this iteru1 as no direct statements like these were 
li.sted on the interview forms .. The practice8 most frequently 
listed 11erGZ visits to stores, home visitsi, and conferences 
i1ith teachers, superintendents~ a11d :principuls.. LUmost two-
thirds of' the four groups reporting rt1corar{t(;)i1ded becoming 
acquainted with civic groupsa while fewer :mentioned church 
attendancc 9 assisting with adult elassesa and making use of 
the local newspaper .. 
JU1 fi va groups report.ad on a, variety of resources used 
as a, basis for plarming.. Each group listed ~ibooks ti as the 
one resourc~ most, extensively used with Oklahoma Resource 
ti!a terials being student teachers in Group 
A were intervieiJfKl,, mily one subject matter area 0£ the 
Resource rJtaterial was available. Perhaps that is the roaso11 
slightly less than two-thirds checked this item. Student 
teacher reported more use of "other state guides" than the 
other groups. This practice may be due to the fact that 
these materials were available in the Teacher Education 
Laboratory. scan be seen from the data in Table IX, 
people" were considered an important resource for planning 
by the student teachers and supervising teachers. While 
there is no evidence in the returns which gives direct 
evaluation of the teachers' understanding of subject tter, 
it ight be assumed that with as extensive use of the 
resource materials, as shown by the data in Table IX, that 
a rather adequate understanding of subject matter would be 
possessed by at least a majority of all groups. 
Cooper tive Plannipg 
On examination, the data in Table X indicate that to 
ome degree 11 five groups planned cooperatively. In 
response to the question, Who as involved in the planning?" 
the people most frequently listed by all five groups and in 
the order of their frequency ere: students, parents, and 
superintendent. Only four groups included the principal, 
and small percentage mentioned •self only" and ttstate 
supervisor." Further examination or Table X shows that 
planning cooperatively with the •local supervising teachers" 
and "college supervisors" was extensively reported by student 
te chers and recommended by the local supervising teachers. 
In addition, the following people or groups were mentioned 
from one to five times: officers of civic groups, doctors, 
rmrsos~ baau:ty 
rep:resen ta ti VllS, 
other teachG!rs .. 
c1®rks, utility company 
economics advisor.r cou11cil. and 
TABLE X 
PEOPLE INVOLVED IM PLANNING 
Student Inexperi- Experi- Super-
Teachers enced enced vising 
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A B Teachers Teachers Teachers 
Students 
Parerrts 
Superintendcmt 
Principal 
Self' only 
Local supe:r-
visi11g5 
teachers 
College 
supervisors 
D~tailed Plonnin~ 
(i,, fJ )0 
100 941'1 
52 .. 9 ,.s 
5.s 5.8 
11.7 
23.,5 
100 94 .. 1 
1()0 .,J:;,, 
- j;., _).'I L>. ..,..,..,~ J:: 
100 r,)_M ~ 6,.:, .. ;; $5.7 
go T: i I;,!"'+ 92 .. $ 
;o 71 .. 4 17,.6 
40 52 .. 9 7 .. 1 
90 17.6 7,,1 
92.s 
92.s 
From the response to the questio111t ~'Is more detailed 
planning needed at the beginning of the teachi:ng; period tha.n 
at the end of the period?!li: one finds that the student 
teachers and supervising teachers have reported .. ~~ to 100 
per cent in fa.vol: ... o:t detailed planning at begil'mi:ng as 
·well as all the ·way through the teachi:n,g period c The 
inexperienced and experienced ,groups have only .favored the 
practice.by.70 to 82.J per cent .. Some indication that 
detailed planning at the various stages of the .student 
teaching,period was favored by all of the groups was shown 
by the following statements: 
{Student teachers) 
r.!y plans were more detailed at. the siddle of the 
teaching period as I was less eoni'used about what l 1,1as 
doing.,. 
With unfamiliar units my pl.ans were detailed all 
through the teaching period. 
My plans were fairly detail.ed all the way through as I 
wanted them for future re:ferenee. 
My plans were more detailed at the end o.f the period~ 
as I understood more how to plan. 
I made detailed plans, but I found that I couldn't 
always use them. However, t.hey helpGd me bet,ter understand 
the unit I was teaching .. 
(Beginning teachers) 
At first I made detailed plans as I felt insecure. 
My plans are more detailed wherG specific points have 
to be emphasized,.. 
(Experienced teachers) 
I make broad plans for the year. and then I make more 
detailed plans as I enter each new area of teaehing. 
My plans are detailed enough that a substitute could 
teach :for me .. 
The detail in planning depends on how secure I .feel. 
(Supervising teachers) 
I favor detail planning .. The amount o:r planning done 
as a student teacher carries over to the actual teaching 
experiences. 
Student teachers need det iled plans whether they 
follow them or not, because of their inexperience in 
thinking through a class situation. 
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There cannot be a slacking off in planning; if so, the 
work shows it. 
Time goes slowly at the beginning of the te ching 
period, and teachers feel more secure with detailed plans. 
Student teachers need to understand the need of the 
students and how best to accomplish them. The plans used 
are a means of evaluating what they have accomplished. 
Planning in detail is needed throughout the period. My 
experience is for student teachers not wanting to do enough 
planning. 
Evidence hos that detailed planning was needed all 
through the teaching period, as well as at the beginning. 
Experienced teachers indicated that they favor a certain 
degree of detail in planning, especially hen presenting new 
material. 
Evaluation as a Part of Planning 
As a means of determining the effectiveness of 
teaching as shown in Table XI, all five groups have favored 
a "short summary each d y," while a smaller percentage 
favored a weekly summary." The responses also indicated 
th t the groups evaluated their plans with the students. 
Student te chera lso evalu ted plan ith the local super-
vising teachers, college upervising teachers, and their 
teaching partner. 
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TABLE XI \ 
METHODS OF EVALUATING LESSONS PLANS 
Student Inexperi- Experi- Super-
Teachers enced enced vising 
Kinds of A B Teachers Teachers Teachers 
Evaluation % % % % % 
Methods 
Short summary 
e2.3 76.4 60 e ch day 50 92.s 
Weekly 
17,6 summary 23.5 50 57.1 7.1 
People with whom 
teachers 
summarized 
Students 100 29 . 4 100 100 100 
Supervisors 47 100 
No direct statements were included in the forms to 
learn hat devices teachers used to determine the growth of 
students. However, the responses indicate that uch testing 
devices as objective tests, essay tests, pre-tests, check 
beets, displays, conferences, checking the end product, and 
observations ere used . 
Curriculum Guides for Planning 
Some evidene that curricul guides are used s sugges-
tions is found in Table IX. The dat show that 64.7 to 100 
per cent of the group commented that they used the Oklahoma 
Resource teri ls as a basis for planning. On exam.in tion 
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the data in Table XII indicate that the lesson planning 
form, s suggested in the Okl ahoma Homemaking Education 
Resource Materials, was found u~able by 5$.8 to 100 per cent 
of the groups cont cted. In response to the item, "Modified 
the form used in Resource Materials, 35.7 to 52.9 per cent 
reported that they found this practice necessary. Seven 
individuals stated that they made their own lesson planning 
form, and only two i ndicated using a form set up by the 
local school. 
TABLE XII 
FORM USED FOR LESSON PLANNING 
Student Inexperi- Experi- Super-
Teachers enced enced vising 
Form Used In A B Teachers Teachers Teachers . 
Resource terials ~ I I ~ ~ 
U able 58 .8 94.1 70 70 .5 100 
Modified 47.0 52.9 50 41.1 35.7 
Form set up by 
5. g 17.6 local school 
Own form 5.a 30 17.6 
There is no information to support how the Resource 
terials are used, but one sees from the analysis that the 
suggested lesson pl nning form has been found us ble by a 
large group, while a smaller group found modification 
necessary . 
Beliefs and Needs ExEressed 
by the Five Groups 
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The foregoing information as concerned mainly with the 
planning practices of the five group ho participated in 
the study. Other than the statements or questions which 
have been nalyzed on the b sis of the seven planning 
guides, four free response questions were included in the 
intervie sand questionnaires, From the responses to these 
questions, the riter was able to obtain further information 
regarding the planning beliefs and needs of student 
teachers, regular teachers, and supervising teachers. The 
four questions included were as follows: 
1. What do you think is essential to good unit and 
lesson planning? 
2. What previous course work and experiences do you 
recognize as beneficial in unit and le son 
planning? 
J . What were some of the difficulties encountered in 
unit and lesson planning? 
4. t additional help do you feel would have been of 
value in unit and lesson planning? 
Only four of the groups reported on question number 
one, sit was not listed on the interview form for student 
teachers. The following statements concerning the essen-
tials of good unit and lesson planning ere mentioned by 
from one-third to over one-hal£ of the individuals of the 
four groups. Thee sentials listed in the order of their 
frequency were: 
l. To have an understanding of students' needs, 
interests , and background. 
2. To have the desired goals and objectives well 
established in the mind of those concerned. 
J . To consider long-range planning in regard to 
sequence. 
4. To understand the techniques of cooperative 
planning. 
5. To consider flexibility in planning. 
6. To include desirable learning experiences and 
plenty of activities in planning. 
In addition, a small number of student teachers and 
regular teachers have listed the following: 
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l . To practice good time management so as to have time 
for planning. 
2. To frequently evaluate the procedures followed when 
planning. 
J. To have an understanding of subject matter and 
skills. 
4. To have an interest in planning. 
5. To understand the steps in problem solving. 
6. To make wise use of the available teaching equip-
ent. 
7. To make plans regardless of experience. 
From analyzing the preceding statements, it is evident 
that the beliefs are in harmony with the even guides. 
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However~ there are some statements included that were not 
indicated directly in the guides, such as "the importance of 
having an interest in planning,u "to make wise use of avail-
able teaching equipment when planning," and "to allow time 
for planning." 
The interviews and que tionnaires included the second 
question, which was concerned with the previous course work 
and experiences regarded as beneficial to unit and lesson 
planning. Courses and experiences listed most frequently by 
all or the groups were professional courses such as: 
l. Student teaching, including the orientation and 
summarization periods as well as actual teaching 
period 
2. Methods of teaching and observation 
J. Demonstrations 
It is not surprising that from one-third to over one-
half of the groups have mentioned these courses, as emphases 
in each of these courses are placed on practices and 
procedures of teaching. To the above list, student teachers 
added two subject matter courses: home management house 
residence and meal planning and table service. 
The response to the third question, "What were some 
difficulties encountered in unit and lesson planning?" has 
been organized according to the statements made most 
frequently by all groups: 
1 . Organizing and making plans. 
2 .. Holding the interest of students and teaching on 
their level. 
3 .. Making plans flexible enough to meet unscheduled 
' interruptions. 
4. Finding time to plan .. 
In addition, the student teachers and supervising 
teachers listed the £ollowing: 
1. Understanding the subject matter. 
2 .. Understanding the problem solving approach,. 
J .. Planning wi'th students. 
4. Becoming acquainted with students' past experi-
enees. 
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Judging from these comments, all of the groups 
expressed a need for improvement in planning practices. 
However, the response shows that student teachers recognized 
the greater number of needs .. Perhaps the planning guides 
proposed in Chapter II could serve to some degree in hel ping 
teachers meet sorne of the planning difficulties they 
encounter. 
For the last question, "What additional help do you 
feel wouJ.d have been of value in unit and lesson plaIUling?tt 
a number of suggestions were listed; however, only one was 
made by all of the groups . The data show that more than 
one- half to almost one- hundred per cent have made the 
following eomment: "In all Home Economics Education courses 
I i 
there is a need for more help in planning units and 
lessons." Additional items listed by the student teachers 
and experienced teachers were: 
l. A need for ore demonstrations on the techniques of 
planning . 
2. A better under tanding of the homemaking books used 
in the student teaching centers. 
J. A need to learn more about the use of sewing 
machine attachments. 
4. A better understanding of the Oklahoma Resource 
Materials. 
smaller number of experienced teachers and super-
vising teachers listed the following needs: 
1. More and better student evaluation techniques and 
practices. 
2. Hore opportunity for student teachers to study the 
pre-plans and state reports made by vocational 
homemaking teachers. 
3. More understanding of ~he developmental tasks of 
youth. 
4. More Oklahoma Resource Materials for other subject 
matter areas. 
5. A better understanding of the community. 
These suggestions may prove of value in varying situa-
tions and. if followed, may help in the development of 
planning skills. It is hoped that the planning guides which 
I , 
re st ted in the follo'ling section will serve, to some 
degree, as means of helping teachers and others work 
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tow rd unified integrated educational opportunities for those 
under their direction. 
Formulating Guides Ba ed on Findings 
By further an lyzing the data and incorporating the 
findings with the information gained from reviewing litera-
ture and interviewing educators in the field of teacher 
education, the writer has formulated some suggested planning 
guides. The follo ing are state ents of the tentative 
guides , the findings, and the revi ed planning guide: 
Tentative Planning Guide One 
Long-range planning, which incorporates the over-all 
plan for the semester or year, makes it possible to include 
a variety of interrelated experiences. 
Findings for the five groups studied would seem to 
indicate that the majority considered long-r nge planning 
important when one con iders planning for a semester or year 
as long-range planning. Even though vocational homemaking 
teachers in Okla1oma include as a part of the first yearly 
report sent to the state department an "Outline for the 
entire program," not all indicated this wa a practice they 
would use or recommend to tudent teachers. A maller 
. number indicated that they considered or reco ended 
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'Planning for a whole year or semester" s an important 
factor in planning. Other technique were used less exten-
sively, but the related findings indicate that members of 
these groups favored long-range planning. H0 wever, the 
riter feels that this guide might well be expanded to 
include provision for longer periods of time and a time 
schedule to be incorporated within long-range plans to give 
sequence. 
Additional findings ould indicate that almost ll of 
the groups con ider d "Planning with a time chedule in 
mind" s important. Vocational homemaking teachers also 
include tent tive time schedules in their first yearly 
reports to indicate how much time is allow din each 
sequence. However, all groups did not ch ck this as a 
practice they are following. 
In light of these finding the writer recommends that 
the revised guide be altered to red as follows: Long-range 
planning is planning for a semester or year in such a way 
that provisions are made for a logical sequence of worth-
hile interrelated experi nee, an approximate length of 
time to be alloc ted to each unit~ and a relationship be 
seen to plans for the future. 
Tentative Planning Guide Two 
Interrelat d flexible plans organized into a series of 
teaching units are an aid to achieving desired goals or 
s tisfaction. 
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While the findings are more limited. for this guide, the 
data studied indicate that the majority favor the item 
tiflexibilityti as an important factor in planning. Experi-
enced teachers made statements such as: u1r.rhen teaching more 
. than one section of a unit., fiexible plans are necessary.~' 
Another e.xperienced teacher said: "Flexibility is needed in 
case of unforese~n interrup~ions. 01 Other evidence which 
shows that the groups favor,the guide was found in their 
response concerning the usability of the lesson p~anning 
fon.1 suggest.ad in the Oklahoma Resource Materials. Most 
groups found the form usable but often .found modification 
necessary. Alexander and Halverson•sl state:ra.ent. that the 
teaeherts daily plans should .follow whatever £orm found to 
be most useful, support,s this reported practice of modifying 
suggested forms and £avors .flexibility in planning. Evi-
dence that interrelated plans a.rs eonside1"'ed important was 
shown in the response to the statement, ttP;J.anning so ea,ch 
unit is related to the semester or year's work.tt This item 
was checked by a majority in all groups as being a de.sirabla 
..factor to include in planning. 
These findings support the writerts belief in inter-
related flexible planning, and the revised guide .follows: 
Interrelated flexible :elanning is planning which gives 
1williara M. Alexander and Paul M. Halverson, Effective 
Teaching !!! Secondarz Schools. ( Mew York, 1956) $· p. 451. 
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direction in achieving desired goals 
alloi1s for variations as n0eds arise .. 
satisfactions, yet 
Tentative ?lanninR.Guide .Three 
Basis !2£. ;elanning; has been established when teachers 
understand theijubjeet matte:r: to be taught:1 the home:, the 
schoolv and the community .. This information would enable 
teachers to for.mu.lat$ plans '!i,ihich provide rich and broad 
learning experienc,::::s .. 
Moro findings we?.re available on the guide •tbasis .for 
planning:;n as it involved more tangible evidence concerned 
with the practices used by the groups. The dat,a shovJ that 
a majority 0£ all groups considered or recoim.mended the 
f'ollowing factors: np1anning tentative objectives based on 
pupils' needs» interests,. and abilities/t and HPlanning with 
past experi,anceS"~ and i 1real life ex-p(:;riences rJind., ,:i ln 
furthe:r· ~:support; of this guide, a variety of' practices which 
provide a broad basis for planning wc-::ro checked· as being 
f'ollo1;;1edi i~visits to stores.,i~ nhome visits,ti ncontac:ts with 
ci vie groups:,~. and conferences with ij1t-eachcrs~11 and adt."iin-
istrators. 
Evidence that the groups considered a variety of 
resources as a basis for pL.u:ming is shown by the large 
number Nho reported the wide use of t•books, s\l the vtQklahoma 
Resource Mat(~rial:21 $ 1'' and i,peopLawi in planning. Further 
support was revealed through statenents such as: 0 There 
a need for a better understanding of the homemaking books 
used i:n tho student teaching centersn; sia better under,.. 
standing of the 01'-..lahoma Resource natorials;n nmore resource 
materials in other subject matter areas;'' and "planning so 
" 
as to make wise use of available teaching equipment;.n 
Available data giving addittonal support to the guide 
are found in 'the sta:tem.ent; *~An. understanding of subject 
matter and skills is easen.tial to good planning~~ 
The previous; information lends support to the guide as 
well as the belief of the writer that a.variety of .sources 
should be used as a basis for plan11ing. ·The revised state-
ment follows~ ·Basis f"or plann~ is establi~hed when 
teachers understand the needs, interests, and abilities of 
students, the school., the home, the community~ and subject 
matter t.o be taught and use this i.nf'orm.ation as a basis for 
fomuiating plans. 
:rentativc Planning Guide.Four. 
CooEerativ~ planni!l:ii involves. pupils., parents~ and 
administrators. Teachers who understand and use these . 
techniques set the . stage for pupil gro,1th. 
The majority of all .fiv0 groups would seem to .agree 
with Aloxander a11d. Halverson tfr10. atato that i, ..... the great 
degree of involvement of pupils is the. diati11guishing 
picture in cooperative problem solving~~2 for.students wore 
rated highest a1nong ~he individuals with whom they worked 
2rb.,.d 223 .. i •., P• 
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cooperatively" H0wever, W':lm.oers of these groups stated th.at 
the parents ;i superi:nte:m:len'ts, principals, and others should 
be included in the plrmntng .. 
As thG writer stated in Chapter I of t,his study:; 
educati01.1al planning activities reach throughout the entire 
t.eacher cducat;ion program., but they usually are worked out 
in cooperation by the ,3ducational workers at the ·various 
level-s.. To,o mueh stress can not; b~ plact"E:d on the "'value of 
using cooperative planning techniques as a riieank;l of 
interprcrt,ing; the goals ·to others, as ivoll aa .m me;1nfJ of 
setting the stage for pupil growth .• 
These findings and beliefs support the importance of 
cooperative planning, and the revised guide is stated as 
follows:, £0~1?.erati ve plarmin~ is planning t.ri th pupils, 
pc1.rents1,1 administrators, and others. for that part of tho 
prograo. for which each can make a unique and valuable 
contribution" 
Ten ta t.i ve Plan~!~1g Guide . f:_i V.£ 
Detailed .E_lanni:n~ for the begir...ning teacher provides a 
feeling of security which enables her to guide students more 
effectively. 
The findings seemed to indicate that a majority of t,he 
student teachers and supervising teachers use or recommend 
detailed pla.!1.t"ling, not just at the beginning., but all 
through the teaching period.. Furt,her support to the guide 
was shoim i:n some statements made by student teachers and 
beginning teachei-·s: "With unfamiliar uni ts my plans were 
detailed all through the teaching period.tr Another said: 
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U£,1y ,plans were fc'lirly detailed all the way through the 
period., as I wanted them. for .fu,ture re.ference.•t . Supervising 
teachers stated that they believe: nstudent teachers need 
detailed plans whether they follow them or not because of 
their inoxperienee in thinking through a.class situation.tt 
An inexperienced teacher stated: "The detail in planning 
depends on how secure I feel.•• These remarks give support 
to the tentative guide, but the writer believes it should be 
revised to include other practices and.beliefs found in the 
preceding statements. '11he rev.ised guide follows: Detailed 
;elanning is planning that provides.a feeling of security and 
.gives direction as n~eded according to the training, experi-
ence, and skill of the educator and the kind or materials 
and methods used. 
Ten ta ti ve Pla~ing Gu,ide Six 
Evaluation !.! !. vart .2.!: :2.4-p.rlllip.,g begins with the 
selection of the objectives, continues through to their 
completion,, and can be uaed aa a means of appraising the 
past expGrionees and work of pupils~ of encouraging pupils 
to judge their own growth$ and of deter.mining the e.f'.teetive-
ness of teaching. 
Examination of the findings indicates that all groups 
extensively used various procedures in evaluating the 
effectiveness of their teaching. The data indicate that a 
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majority favored a "short summary each day" while a smaller 
number recommended, we kly summary . All groups follo ed 
the practice of evaluating their plans with the students 
and, in addition, student teachers evaluated with the local 
supervising teachers, college supervisors, nd teaching 
partners. The following statement, "Frequently evaluate the 
procedures followed in planning," is further evidence that 
teachers consider evaluation essential to good unit and 
lesson planning. There was some indication that various 
te ting devices were used, but no direct responses were 
requested for identifying how teachers determined pupil 
growth. The preceding evidence indicates that the tentative 
guide could remain as stated: Evaluation!§..!. part 2! 
planning begins ith the selection of the objectives, con-
tinues through to their completion, and can be used as a 
means of appraising the past experiences and work of pupils, 
of encouraging pupils to judge their own growth, and of 
deter ·ning the effectiveness of teaching. 
Tentative Planning Guide Seven 
Curriculum guides in Elanning are used along with other 
suggestions as plans are made for specific situations. 
There were no findings to show just how the groups used 
curriculum materials , but there is evidence that all groups 
favored using suggestions found in the "0klaho a Resource 
terialsn nd nother state guides." The writer is in 
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cui ... riculum guides slwuld serve only as guides., 
a majority of all groups 
in the O.klahorna Resource 
fJiaterials ttsablel/J' but many o.t" thG groups used it in a modi-
fied form.. 1\ very small 11umber used a fora set up by the 
school or made a :form of their own. Alcorn, Houseman., and 
l• Sehtm.ert 'i' believe that curriculum guides serve an important 
.function in providing some co~ti:nuity o.:f experiences, bu·t 
they also believe ·that strict,, unif'orndty in plai1ni:ng should 
be avoided. Tho wri·ter believes the tentative should 
be revised as .follows.~ Curriculum &,Uids-;!-l arc useful in 
providing the .framework for developing the desired unit of 
work, yet allowing for teacher initiative and ereativityo 
S0ven tentative planning g,"Uides based or1 the findings 
have been revised and have restuted in some st.atem,ents which 
the writ.er believes r.1-ay be of value in developing planning 
skills.. Perhaps oth\$r · could be .formulated to clari:fy 
the value of as the initial stop in planning 
and the importance of good. management of ti1:1e in planning .. 
3msi.rold P. Ada.ms and Frank G. Dickey !J Ba.sic }:rineiples 
of' Student Teaching (New York, 1956), p .. 158 .. 
, ' ' ' 
1
~le1vi:n D. Alcorn, Richard A. Housoma:na, and Jim R ... 
Schunert, Better Teaching in Secondary· Schools (ivii;VJ York!) 
101:;I. \ . . 2e~, . ,' - .. 7,, t,,. I :, p" ~ir.i- " 
CHAPTER IV 
SU?-41ARY ANO RECOMMENDATIONS 
Because the writer had a special interest in planning 
and believes in the importance of planning, she undertook 
the study, "Suggested Planning Guides for Homemaking 
Teachers." Throughout the study the writer has attempted to 
identify some planning guides or statements that might be of 
value to educators. The purposes of the study were: 
1. To review the literature in the field of teacher 
education and to formulate some statements that may 
be used in the development of planning guides. 
2. To develop a better understanding of what consti-
tutes the basis for good unit and lesson planning. 
3. To identify the kind of planning used for units and 
lessons, the practices followed, and the beliefs 
held by a selected group of student teachers, 
regular teachers, and supervising teachers. 
4. To determine to what extent the practices followed 
and the beliefs held by the groups are in harmony 
with the tentative guides for planning units and 
lessons .. 
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5. To re"J'ie\J t,entat;i vo guides in light of the 
findings, resulting in statements which might be of 
value to llome Economists as they use the Oklahoma 
Resource itaterials. 
The study was based on the follo't'dng hypothesis: 
Through studying the belief's of educators and the practices 
and- beliefs of a selected group o:f student teachers~ regular 
teachers$ and supervising teachers regarding the planning o.f 
units and lessons# it will be possible to fornmlate some 
planning guides whieh may be helpful i:1hen using the Oklahoma 
Resource f;Jaterials. 
As a means of clarifying the problem and deciding on 
procedures~ teacher educators were interviewed, and current 
literature which placed emphasis on educational planning was 
reviewed~ Statements to be used aa tentative guides were 
formulated and u::;ed as·a framewo.rk .for developing interview 
fonus and questionnaires. Information regarding the plan-
ning beliefs and practices was secured .from a selected group 
of student teachers., regular teacher.so- and supervising 
teachers •. 0£ the 98 individuals contacteds 75 contributed 
inf orrJO. tion .. 
Tho data were studied and analyzed accoi-·ding to in.for-
matio11 related to the general student~ teaching px·ogram,. the 
seven ·tentative guides, and .free response statements in 
regard to planning. Although the findings indicated that 
all 'l;he individuals contributing to the study participated 
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extensively in planning, they still felt a need for 
developing mor planning skills. The riter believes that 
the hypothesis of the study ha been partially supported. 
Guides which it is hoped will help teachers in planning 
units and les ons have been formulated, but the effective-
ness of the guides ha~ not been proved. The revised guides 
are as follows: 
1. Long-range Elanning 
Long- range planning is planning for a semester 
or year in such a way that provisions are made for 
a logical sequence of worthwhile interrelated 
experienc s, an appropriate length of time to be 
allocated to each unit , and a relationship be seen 
to plans for the future . 
2. Interrelated f'lexible Elanning 
Interrelated flexible planning is planning 
which gives direction in chieving desired goals 
and satisfactions, yet allows for variations as 
needs arise . 
3. Ba is !E£ Elanning 
Basis for planning is established hen 
teachers understand the needs, interests, and 
abilities of students, the school, the home, the 
community, and subject matter to be taught, and use 
this information as a basis for formulating plans. 
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4. Cooperative planning 
Cooperative planning is planning with pupils, 
parents, administrators, and other fort t part 
0£ the program for which each can make a unique and 
valuable contribution. 
5. Detailed Qlanning 
Detailed planning is planning that provides a 
feeling of security and gives direction as needed 
according to the training, experience, and skill of 
the educator and the kind of materials and methods 
to be used . 
6. ~ !lf.. evaluation !!! planning 
Eval uation as a part of planning begins with 
the selection of the objectives, continues t hrough 
to completion, and can be used as a means of 
appraising the past experiences and work of the 
pupils, of encouraging pupils to judge their on 
growth, and of determining the effectiveness of 
teaching. 
7. ~ !?.! curriculum guides i!1 pl nning 
Curriculum uides are useful in providing the 
frane ork for developing the desired unit of work, 
yet allowing for teacher initiative and creativity. 
fter completing this study, the triter is more firmly 
convinced that educational planning is involved in every 
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concept thc..t planning is a continuous life process in which 
uctioi1 is directed by critically reasoned goals. At an. 
early age children should be taught logical thinking through 
experiences which involve tho problem-aolvi:ng techniques. 
It is hoped that these suggested planning gaides 11ill be 
applicable for all levels of: planning, whothGr they be at 
the_ national., state, Ol'' local lev~l, and/or whether it be 
planning by the st,udent teacher:, r~gu.la.r teacher, or super-
visi.ng teacher. It is rec;o.mmended that: 
1 .. High school homemaking teachers use the suggested 
planning guides as a basis for plarm.ing uni ts and 
lessons.,, 
2.. College .supervisors use :the suggested. planning 
guides f'or helping student teach1Jrs in pleanning 
units and lessons. 
J .. State supervisors use the suggested planning 
guides to help high school homemaking teachers in 
planning units and lessons .. 
1uobert W.. Richey t Planning for Teaching {l:iew York, 
1951) .~ P• 4. 
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APPBNDIX 
Dear 
OKtAHOfiA STATE UNIVERSITY 
UGpartrn.ent of Home Economics Ilducatio:n 
Stillwater 9 Oklahm:ia 
' lJ:!arch 5 11 195€1 
------
6? 
At the present. time I am working tmta.rd a rnastor's 
deg1:"ee in home economics education at Oklahona Sta.to 
University·" I have selected a research problem in the area 
of student teo.ching,as a part of :my graduate work. During 
tlw years I was a home economics teacher, and a supervising 
teacher in one of the off-campus centers us0d by the 
University, I recognized a need 11 both as a teacher and as a 
supervising teacher, for guides to be used as a basis for 
developing unit a.nd lesson plans .. I am attempting to 
identif'y and eoE1pile zome baste guides which may prove 
helpful to st.udc:mt teachers as liJell as regular teachers .. 
. Since.tho state department is in the process of pre= 
paring H.esou.rce llaterials for publication,\) I . feel that a 
flexible plan can be developed which might be closely 
related to the Resource M'a:terials set up as a guide by the 
Curr~culura. peve!opment "Prograr~ for Home Economics !!!. Oklahom~ 
'seconctar' 8cnools .. In order to-rcfentify these basic guides 9 
ee tnat '!'"need suggestions from all groups in the state 
who arc directly involved in the situation. Ny plan of work 
includes contacting a selected nwnber of student teachers, 
supervising teacherss beginning teachers., experienced 
teachers, state supervision staff members 9 and home economics 
educators of the University. I have had personal interviews 
with a group of student teachers and have developed a 
questionnaire to use for collecting suggestiono f:i:ou temchers 
and supervising teachers. Uy sample for the supet'Yisi:n..g 
teacher group is ·to be the 'teachort'J tJho are now cooperating 
with tho University in the student teaching phase of the 
progra1il.. Tho sample for the beginning and exporienced 
teachers will include all vocational home economics teachers 
in ·t.he state who huve graduat,ed from Oklahoma State Univen.""" 
sity within the last five years or since 1952$ 
I am enclosing a copy of the form I have developed and 
hope you tdll find it possible to assist 111e by filling in 
the questionnaire and returning it at your sarliest conveni= 
ence. U:ith the inforx:aation received from each of you~ I aE! 
hoping to develop some basic principles or guides which will 
help each of ·us t.o t2 clea:cer" m1derstandi:ng of planning,, 
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I shall appreciate your answering the questionnaire and 
returning it in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. Thank 
you for sharing your time and ideas. 
Sincerely yours, 
Graduate Student 
Used by r:'Jarie Ji'lemint; 
Oklahoma State University 
November. 1957 u 
Student Teaching Experienc.es in Unit 
and Lesson Plarming 
Location of Student Teaching Center: 
Group 
A 1 
1.. HotJ did you familiarize yoursal.f tJit,h the school the 
class or classes you were to ·teach during your period of 
Stutlent. Teaching? 
Vinit to school Ltrtter from local supervising 
teacher Read reports of tho y<;Jarly plans_ .. __ 
Others 
-------~--,-.,~------...--~--~--~--------~..___.._.. ______ _,,, 
2.. tZhat unit or u:nits did you teach? 
--~----------~·~~~--....... 
What unit or uni did yoa assist in teaching? _____ _ 
3.. t'lhat devices or procedures did you use in order that you. 
could picture the over-all program of' teaching? 
Yearts program per class 
Tentative homemaking cal-e-"n"'"'dl""a_r_· ---
Profile --
Planned· 'for the care of' 'the department ___________ _ 
Others: · 
~~--~~~~~~~~----~--
4., If the unit was started bei~ore . you arri vod at 
did you--
fcklke own plans ____ _,..~-------
UsG local superr,J·isor' s plans ___ _ 
Others: 
------~~_,.~~--~--~~~---
school:1 
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5. t1."hut resources did you use as a. basis for your planning? 
CorJIDUni ty .....,__. __ ..._ ____________ .._ ____ _ 
People_~-------------Books Other·...,..S~t~a~t~e-Gw.u~1~·a~e~.s~-------. ....-----~-·-..--
Oklahoma resource materials 
Scrapbook -----· riagazines __________________________ _ 
Others: ___ .-------------------~------
6 .. Did you plan with the following in nind? 
Tentative objectives based on pupil's :nc·cds, i:nterestsi. 
and abilities 
· Flexibility i_n_o_r-_d_e_r_t,...liat youl:" plans eould be changed 
·whon and if the need arose · 
----~------------------------·Past experiences_ Planning for the--w~fio--!_e __ s_e_m_e_s~t-e_r __ o_r __ y_e_a_r ________________ _ 
Heal life experiences, Planning the units wi-t~h---a-·t~im-·-e-·-s-·c-h_e_d_ul _ e ___ i_n __ m_i_n~a---------
Plan..ni:ng so each unit was related to the seraester or 
year's work · 
----------------------------------------------Others: 
Who was involved ·. in the Planrlin'~·? 
' I;;, ' 
Self only _______ _ 
College supervisor ............. _,.._ 
Students 
--~~---------"-"--
Parents 
--~ ........ ----------------Lo ca 1 supervisor ________ __, __ _ 
Others: 
----------~----~----
8.. Wr.a:li sort of lesson !orm did you use? 
A. Form set- up by state resource materials? 
Level Time-----------------,.._--..---------
. fjbjor emphasis 
Teaching Aids--------------~-----
Learning experiences-'-home, sciiool 9 
and comr4unity _________ ~--------------
Problems Understa-n'"l!!ct~i-ng,-,-a_-----------
( Basic u.ndo1•.3·tandings, generalizations• 
. principles) 
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B.. Was the forn1 well organized on a long term basis or 
unit method which included: · 
Nb.at is ·to be taught ·or objectives ________ _ 
tJe aim. . 
~ ___,.... 
We do or How~-which includes methods., content~ etc .. 
~ ........ -~. . . . 
WG use--teaching materials, .resources, etc. 
!£_ learn~-basie understandings, outco.mes,.generali-
zat:i.ons · · 
C. A form agreed on by you and·your supervisor 
· (E:cample)_. ------------------
9. l\Jere your plans more detailed at the beginning o:t your 
teaching period than at the end of the period? 
10. tlhat kind 0£ evaluation of unit and lesson plans was 
used as you taught?_.------------------
ll.- What tverc so@e of the difficulties you en.countered in 
planning'? 
. ..,. . 
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12. What course work and experiences prior to your assign-
ments as a student teacher·were of' definite help to you 
in your unit and lesson planning? 
1.3. What additional helpoight you have had which you feel 
would have been valu$ble in unit and lesson planning? 
TJ 
Form B .. 
Oklahrn:ua State University 
Used by t:Iarie Fleming March, 1958 
(}Ul1STIONNAIRE 'fO SUPERVISING TEACHEH.5 
UNIT AND LESSOI« PLANX\i'!!!G 
1.. UmJ you help student teachers to develop some 
a.cqti.aintance with 'tl1e home;1 school, and cmnmunit;y before 
they start making uni't and lesson plans for the class or 
class~n they are to teach? 
2.. HotJ ruany clatmes you. i\101 that student teachers 
should plan for during thf:dr teaching period? 
One 7:tJ() rr1-1ree More 
3. 1Jfuich of the follm·ting techniques have you found to be 
helpful in giving the student teacher a picture . o.f th~ 
over-all program of teaching? Such as: 
Year's program per class _____ _ 
Profile 
----~~--~~----~--------...... 
Planning for the eare of the 
dep~rtment._ --------------
Tentative Homemaking Calendar 
-~---.. ·-
4 .. Ii' thB uni't or units which a student. t0ache:c plans to 
. teach have already been introduced t::a.fore their arrival 9 
do thoy--
· Use your pl.:.ms?_. ------
Others=-·--"---~------------------------
5 0 t''hat resources do you recommend that student teachers 
use as a basis for planning? 
Oklahoma resource materials .._ ____________ ,..._ 
Scrapbooks in your department.....,. __________ _ 
PGople ·who help_· -------------
Books 
----------------------~-------------------
Plagazines . 
--------------~~----~--~-------
Co r.1r mn. i ty resources• · such as: ______ _ 
Others 
----------------~---------------------6.. i;Jh.ich of the followine; factors do you recommend that 
student teachers have in mind 1,1:tien planning? 
Tentative orJjectivea bulsecl. on pupil•a needs, interests, 
and abilitiea ______ .._. _____________ ~ 
Fl<.rn:ibility in order that plans can be changed when. and 
i.f the need arises 
----------------
Past experiences ________ _ 
R2nl lifo experi0nces_. __________ _ 
Plunning for the whole semester or year 
----~----~-----
Planning the unit with a ti.me schedule in mind 
-----
Planning so each unit is .related to th0 oom0ste:c or. 
year's iroi"'k_, --------------------------
O·tlwrD 
--------~-------------------------------------------
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7., \fua:t. of tho following peopl~ do you suggest that student 
teachers involve in planning? 
Solf oitly ____________ __ Parents 
---....-----., 
Local Supervisor ___ _ Colle0e Supervisor . 
-
Students 
--------
Others 
------------~--------------~----------------~ 
s~ rfuat type of lesson form do you re.commend for student 
teachers? 
Following is the forn1 used in the state resour·ee 
materials: 
SUGGESTED LEVEL 
SUGGESTED Tn,m 
IL!JAJOR EMPHASIS 
LEARNING 
EXPERIENCES 
HOME., SCHOOL .. 
COMMUNITY 
With the use APPROACHES: 
of' a 
question 
UMDERSTANDINGS 
BASIC UNDERSTArJDirJGS 1 
GENERALIZATIONS, 
PRINCIPLES 
TEACHIMG 
.AIDS 
Do you feel that this form is usable'? __ _ If not,. what 
would you use?_·----------~------_..,----------------------
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9 .. Do you feel it necessary for ntudent teachers to 
make more detailed plans the beginning of their 
teachinL~ period ;;:t of the teaching period? 
Please COillmt"~nt _______________ _ 
10 .. · Hm1 · do you· help· student teachers eva.liuate their· unit and 
lesson plans as they teach.? 
-------~----·-·----·----·-H---m~-·----~--~· 
11., Wh.at do you recognize as some of the greatest diffi-
culties student teachers encotmter i:n unit and lesson 
planning? 
------------- of";i;e .......... -~·------------------
12 .- What previous course work and experiences ha:ve you 
recognized as being beneficial to student teachers in 
unit and lesson planning? 
13. vJhat additional help do you think would be of vta.lue to 
st,udent teachers in. unit and lesson planning'? 
11; . ., Hot.J many years have you worked wi student teachers? 
15 .. Uhat professional work have you dono in the last .five 
years such as: 
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economics subject matt.er courses __ T _________ _ 
16,. You.:r contribution to this st,udy will be very helpful" 
If you would be interested in a summary of the .findings 
of t~his study, please check here 
1.. Hou 
rora c .. 
Oklahoma Stata Universi 
Q.UESTIOmltlIR£ TO FIRST YEAR AND 
B1{1JiftflI£l'JC.~D TEAClIE!tcS 
you t, homo economics'? 
-------
2., ·which of ;;ho following practices do you £01101,1 in order• 
to fa.miliariz<:: yourself' with the homep :3chool, and 
cornrauni t y? 
Homo vi8its 
______ .._.._~-----------------------~-...-
Yearly reports _________________ _ 
Visit stores 
----~~------~-..--.-.~~--~~------
Conferences with ·teachers _________ _ 
Co11feri~rn.ces with principal ________ _ 
Con.£ erenee.s 1·fi th superi:nt.en.dent_ 
3.. In vJh:I.ch of the following ways do you pit:rt,.n·e the over-
program of teaching? 
Y0ar 1 s program .for class 
-----...-------------~---..-----.. ........... ..,..._,,_... 
~~enta ·ti ve hcm1emak:ing: calendar ___________________ _ 
Profile ____ ~--------···"--------------... 
Others 
~""""'"'':,.-.-,::~·-··-"'--·----· --·-~-.,.-----------------·----
l,,,o 'Which of the following resources do you use as a basis 
for un.it and. lesson planning? 
Sc:r:·apboolw ___________________ _ 
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Community, such as _____ ~---------------
People (who?) ____________ _ 
Other state guides __ ~-------~---~--~ 
Others 
~---------~-------------------~-------------
5. Which of the followin factors do you feel are involved 
in pl nning? 
Tentative objectives based on pupil's needs, interests, 
and bilities~~-------~~---------~--------~----
Flexibility in order that your plans can be changed hen 
and if the need arises 
--~--------------~----~-------
Past experiences Real life experiences~~-----
Planning for the whole emester or year _______ _ 
Planning the units ith a time schedule in mind 
------
Planning so ach unit is related to the semester or 
year's ~ ork 
------------------~--~-------------------
Other 
----~---------------~------~--~----~-------
6. Who is involv din the planning? 
Self only ______________ _ 
State supervisor ______ ___ 
Parents 
-----------------
Principal ___ ~~~----~-
College supervi or ____ _ 
Students 
~----~-----------
Superintendent __ ~--~~---
Others 
--~~~~~ ...... ~~----
7. What type of lesson form do you use? 
Form et up by local school ______ ~--~~~---------~--
The form uggested in the state resource guide~----~-
Others ____ ~~~~----~~--~~~----~~--------~~ 
Your oim form 
---
(Please give a brief oxplanation of 
the terms you use in your own .form) 
8~ I£ this is your first year o:f teaching do you find it 
neccssarJ to make detailed plan.a? ___________ _ 
If you are an experienced teacher how detailed do you 
make your plans? 
9. What method do ',you use to ev.aluate your plans as 'you 
teach? 
Short om1.m.ary eaeh day _____ weckly strem.ial'y ____ _ 
Other methods 
--------~-------~~------~----------~----
1010 .What arc some of the di.fficulties that you encounter in 
unit and lesson planning? 
--------------------~------.._..,._. 
ll. ti'Jhat course work .and experiences prior to your teaching 
experience are of de.finite help to you in unit and 
lesson planning? ____________________ _ 
12. What additional help might you have had which you feel 
uould have been valuable in unit and lesson planning? 
13 .. What do you think is essential to good unit and lesson 
planning? ___ ~----------------~--~~..,_----~---------
14,,. Your contribution to this study will be very help.ful. 
If you would be interested in a summary of the findings 
of this study, please cheek here ____ _ 
For-.m D"' 
Oklahoma StQte University 
Used by }laric Fleming 
QUESTIO!'Jl\J.AI11E TO STUDENT TEACHERS 
Group B 
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1 .. tlhich,of the following practices did you follow in 
becoming acquainted with the center in which you were to 
do your student teaching? 
Observed in the school as part 0£ methods course 
Visited school Others 
2 .. How many units did you teach? l 2 3 
How many units did you assist in teaching? 1 
2 3 
---
J 4 itfaile in the student teaching center 11 which of the 
.following practices did you follow in order to famil-
iarize yourself with the home. school, and community? 
Ho.me visits 
-------------------....-------------
Yearly reports-----....-----------------------
Visited stores 
__________________ _... ______ __ 
Confe:r·ences with teachers 
------------------Conferences with principal ________ _ 
Co11f erencos with 1.n1peri11 ton.dent _______ _ 
Others 
______ ..._.~------------------------_... 
4. If the urlit or units which you planned to teach was 
started before you arrived in the center. did y~u--
r-hke. own plans?_.-------- Others 
------~ 
Use local supervisor's plans? ____________ _ 
tlhich of the following were used by you as a means of 
helping you gain a picture of the over-all program 0£ 
teaching? · 
Year's p:rograt1} per class _______________ _ 
P:ro.filo (rete_r_s_t_~-o-~-·fe_a_r_I_:_,T_O_t_!t~l-i-n_e_),.._ ___ P_. ____ ....,.. __________ ~----
Plan for care of the department_·------------
Tentative homemaking calendar ____________ _ 
Others ______________ ~----------..-,,---------------------
Whieh of the following resource$ did you use as a basis 
£or unit and le$soi:i planning? 
Oklahoma :resource ~terials , 
--------
Scrapbooks_.----------------
Books_. _. _....._...._. ______ .__. ...... ----~------~-----
Other· state go.id.es .. _------------
Comr..iunity ~ such as.··-·~-----------~---------
People (t1ho,) ______________ _ 
Others ____________________ .......,. __________ ~--
?. Which. of' ·the .following factors wore considered or used 
by you in plami_ing?. 
Tentatbre objective11 based on pupil's needs$ interestsi> 
and abilities _________________ ~-----------------~------
Flexibility in order that your plans ·could be changed 
i:1he:n and if the need arose 
____ ..._ ________________ ....,... ____ ~ 
Past experiences _____ ....,..._Real 11.fe GJCPeriences __ _ 
Considered ·the whole' semester or year's plan when plan-
, 
ning an indi vidua.l unit or units ___________ _ 
Planned unit or units l.'Ji 1:;h tl. time schedule in mind 
----
.Planned "G 01~ .• 
semester or ye,;u--•s vJOrk ___________ """"" ______ _ 
Otha rs 
----------~~~'118 -·.a..w~--.---=---------
811 Uho was involved in the planning? 
Self' or..ly ____ ._,. ______ ..._ __ __ Colleg0 supervisor ____ """""_ 
Students Local ~upervisor ________ __ 
----...... ~--~~----~---Parents ____________________ _ 
.. 
9.. itJhat ·type of lesson i'orm did you use.? 
Forni set up by local sehool ...... --. -----· ---------,--------
l?orm suggested in the state resource guidefi which lists 
the .f'ollotJiug;: 
LEARN nm 
EXPJLRiil\ICES 
HONE,. SCHOOL, 
COX{~tlJHI 'l"! 
UNDERSTANDINGS 
BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS• 
Gfil:fERALIZATIOWS, 
PHII'JClPLES 
TEACHING 
AIDS 
-------·· ~~c.,.....-·~~~~-----;a...;~~--------------
Do you feel this .form is If not~ what did 
you use? 
--------
Please give a brief explanation of 
the terms you used in you:c OhUl .for.m ____ _ 
101-1 t/ere your plans moro detailed. at tho beginning of your 
teaching per'iod at the end oi' period? ___ _ 
t'!it,h tJho11n did you sur:;1.rAarize? _________ _ 
v:Gre some of the dif'ficult;ias you c;ncou.:r:rtcred in 
unit and l0_;isson planning? _______ ~·-----------
13 • What, course work and experiences JJ:rior t;o your teaching 
cnqoerienee iiJtrre of de.finite help i11 unit and lesson 
planning? 
--~~~~~_,.._..__,__.~,_..--~----~---~~----~~--------
·~------------~,,-~------------------
14'1> Ul1at additional help might. you hava had t,Jlrlch you feel 
·would have been valuable in unit and lesson planning'? 
15 .. What do you think is essential to good unit and lesson 
plan..."'1.ing? __________________ ~--------
---·c..;,,.._,,,_ __ . __ ,__, _____ _ 
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